From numbers to ecosystems and biodiversity: A mechanistic approach to monitoring
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Introduction

Monitoring the performance of protected areas on several scales is a common conservation challenge worldwide (Noss 1990; Noon, Spies & Raphael 1999; Possingham et al. 2001; Woodroffe & Ginsberg 1998) and has been met with some success (Bruner et al. 2001; Knight et al. 2006; Salafsky & Margoluis 1999) and some failure (Curran et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2001). In many instances, monitoring the performance of conservation agencies with regard to achieving their key mandate of maintaining biodiversity has been, at best, haphazard in the past (McGeogh et al. 2011). This may stem from (1) mechanisms (i.e. the biological effects of a factor and modulators in the system) being poorly defined, which may threaten conservationists’ achieving objectives, (2) ill-defined or nonexisting objectives of monitoring plans, (3) uncertainties regarding indicators (i.e. biological indicators of specific environmental conditions) and measurement parameters to address specific objectives, and (4) uncertainties and disagreements regarding measurement of response as well as explanatory variables (Lindenmayer & Likens 2009).

In addition to nonrobust approaches to monitoring, political, cultural and religious beliefs influence conservation approaches (Brandon, Redford & Sanderson 1998; Doyle & McEachern 2008; Lawton 1997; Martello 2001). These contrasting demands force modern-day conservationists to embrace complexity as a leading value to recognise the social, economic and ecological interactions that epitomise cultural, historical and natural heritage (Bruner et al. 2001; Ghimire & Pimbert 1997; Scoones 1999). In such instances conservationists are vulnerable to effects of shifting conceptual approaches (e.g. Lewis 1996; Lindenmayer & Likens 2009; Morellet et al. 2007) that create confusion or direct conservation management into areas that have not been scientifically defined yet. The recognition of complexity requires a management style based on a systems approach (Brussard, Reed & Tracy 1998; Brandon et al. 2005; De Leo & Levin 1997; Kay & Schneider 1994). For example, because of the complexity of biodiversity, surrogates such as subsets of species, species assemblages and habitat types were proposed as measures of biodiversity. The locations of these surrogates within areas have to be plotted to allow an estimated comparison between the areas (Margules & Pressey 2000). Whether correct or not, such styles impose information needs that exceed the traditional requirements on which conservationists base management decisions.

Diverse political, cultural and biological needs epitomise the contrasting demands impacting on the mandate of the South African National Parks (SANParks) to maintain biological diversity. Systems-based approaches and strategic adaptive management (learn by doing) enable SANParks to accommodate these demands. However, such a management strategy creates new information needs, which require an appropriate analytical approach. We use conceptual links between objectives, indicators, mechanisms and modulators to identify key concerns in the context of and related to management objectives. Although our suggested monitoring designs are based mostly on defined or predicted underlying mechanisms of a concern, SANParks requires inventory monitoring to evaluate its key mandate. We therefore propose a predictive inventory approach based on species assemblages related to habitat preferences. Inventories alone may not always adequately serve unpacking of mechanisms: in some cases population size needs to be estimated to meet the information needs of management strategies, but actual population sizes may indirectly affect how the species impact on other values. In addition, ecosystem objectives require multivariate assessments of key communities, which can be used in trend analysis. SANParks therefore needs to know how to detect and define trends efficiently, which, in turn, requires precision of measures of variables.

Conservation implications: Current research needs with regard to monitoring should focus on defining designs to yield optimal precision whilst taking methodology, survey trade-offs and analytical approaches into account. Use of these directives and research will guide monitoring during evaluation of SANParks objectives at various scales.
Ecosystem management is a topical systems paradigm (Bocking 1994). The approach can allow for appropriate management of biological diversity of ecosystems, species and genetic resources – the primary mandate of conservation agencies – within the constraints of tourist, stakeholder and economic expectations (Lindenmayer, Franklin & Fischer 2006; McNeely 1994; Slocombe 1998). Ecosystem management involves two essential elements, namely integration of scientific knowledge and maintenance of evolutionary potential (Bocking 1994; Parrish, Braun & Unnasch 2003; Rodrigues et al. 2004; Sale et al. 2005; Simberloff 1999). The latter focuses on facilitating, maintaining or restoring ecological processes (e.g. Wassenaar et al. 2005; Wassenaar, Ferreira & Van Aarde 2007). This can be addressed, to a large extent, by strategic adaptive management approaches (Biggs & Rogers 2003; Tompkins & Adger 2004): conservationists use knowledge of a system’s underlying mechanisms to develop a management strategy that predicts relevant system responses, robustly assess the outcomes, and then adapt management actions accordingly if needed (Rogers 1997).

Protected areas are seldom pristine (McNeely 1994). They are either limited owing to features that impede spatial and temporal variability in ecological processes (e.g. Du Toit, Rogers & Biggs 2003) or degraded owing to a history of disturbed ecological processes often due to agricultural activity (Agardi 2000; Braaz 1992; Noss 1999). This challenges traditional monitoring programmes directed at supporting management decisions focused on species (e.g. Regan et al. 2008) and to some extent future monitoring may still have such a focus. In addition, only restorative actions can attempt to maintain evolutionary potential when large sections of the biota are locally extinct and/or have been replaced by exotic organisms (e.g. Wassenaar et al. 2005), but this requires very different measures or interpretation of existing approaches.

In this paper we provide a conceptual framework for defining monitoring parameters. We first establish the context specific to South African National Parks (SANParks), especially as it pertains to adaptive management. We then challenge the static nature of thresholds of potential concern as applied at present and suggest a revised approach that flags potential ecosystem degradation through the development of a mechanisms-based unpacking of an ecological concern. The approach allows us to illustrate how information needs, albeit diverse, can have a common strategic design.

The SANParks context

Biological diversity results from a variety of processes and interactions on ecological and evolutionary time scales (Wilson 1988). Human activities and the organisms that travel with them (animal pests and weeds) have changed biological processes throughout the world (Chapin et al. 2000; Daszak, Cunningham & Hyatt 2000) and are collectively referred to as human-induced disturbance. A systems-based approach to improving the capacity of SANParks to achieve its key mandate requires the management of human-induced disturbances. According to such an approach management should view ecosystem problems as components of an overall system and therefore not act only on specific aspects, outcomes or events in order to reduce the contribution to unintended consequences (Ackoff 2010).

The key mandate of SANParks requires conservationists to maintain biological diversity within its jurisdiction (Knight 2007; Varghese 2008). SANParks therefore has two primary needs to evaluate whether it is achieving its mandate, namely determining species status and ecosystem health within the parks. Determining species status within SANParks is particularly important with reference to rare species defined as not abundant or only locally abundant (Gaston 2008; Preston 1948). Evaluating conservation outcomes for such species when using traditional approaches to define population trends is challenging (McArdle 1990). Measuring rare species, however, may not reflect much on ecosystem dynamics (Gaston 2008; Smith & Knapp 2003), despite important contributions to them. The wellness of ecosystems can be assessed by considering less common species, which act as keystone species, augment efficacy (e.g. invasion resistance) of the community and/or play critical roles in ecosystem resilience (Lyons et al. 2005). These measurements require multivariate approaches and techniques that have been applied only to a limited extent in the conservation and restoration environment (Spellerberg 2005).

SANParks uses thresholds of potential concerns (TPCs) to define a range of possible states for species populations or ecosystems (see Biggs & Rogers 2003; Foxcroft 2009). This approach presents challenges because it requires definition of these states (e.g. Milton et al. 1994), a process which is not formally established in the SANParks planning environment. In addition, the TPC approach requires various types of information, for example a definition of (1) species diversity, (2) population size, (3) temporal and/or spatial changes in populations and (4) an assessment of whether such changes are within the (established or predicted) TPC. Several species-focused TPCs were defined for the Kruger National Park in 2002 (Table 1), but few of these have been addressed since the inception of this approach. At the time, the Large-scale Herbivore and Fire Interaction Research Experiment (LASHFIRE) programme was about to be launched (Trollope et al. 1999) and elements of the programme were built into most of the research and monitoring of TPCs.

After the suspension of the LASHFIRE programme, species-focused monitoring, particularly of small vertebrates, was implemented in pilot studies of different vegetation types. However, during drafting the 2007 TCPs (South African National Parks 2007), the approach was used extensively to describe the concept of homogenisation, which was considered as a loss of dissimilarity (Table 2). The purpose was to create an indicator of system function and associated biodiversity. However, these were never fully implemented owing to the intense and cumbersome monitoring required.

Many of the constraints with regard to implementation of TPCs stem from prioritisation and evaluation uncertainty.
A conceptual approach that links objectives, indicators, mechanisms and modulators in an effort to identify key concerns in the context of management objectives (Gaylard & Ferreira 2011) and a range of states and transitions (Westoby, Walker & Noy-Meir 1989; Rietkerk & Van de Koppel 1997) can greatly assist in the development of appropriate, focused and robust monitoring plans. In such instances, monitoring designs should be based on defined or predicted underlying mechanisms of a conservation concern.

However, SANParks also requires inventory monitoring to evaluate its key mandate (Biggs & Rogers 2003). In this case a conceptual approach should use predictive inventory techniques (i.e. evaluations of observed versus predicted species presence), because few species lend themselves to easy estimation of abundance (Regan et al. 2008). In several cases, though, species such as large herbivores (e.g. Kruger, Reilly & Whyte 2008) do lend themselves to estimation of numbers. Management may require such information when population sizes may indirectly affect how a species impact on other values (SANParks 2010), given that spatial mechanisms, rather than abundance, are primary drivers of large mammal effects on ecosystems (Van Aarde, Jackson & Ferreira 2006). In addition, evaluating ecosystem objectives require multivariate assessments of key communities (Wassenaar et al. 2007). Nearly all measurement types and SANParks objectives require trend analysis to allow efficient detection and definition of trends. This requires precision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Sample effort</th>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>TPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Amphibians          | Distribution       | Visual and audio encounters| Summer, at three-year intervals | 4           | • Disappearance of resident species of which more than a certain number of individuals were counted in an area during the previous time period  
• To be developed  
• To be developed |
| Reptiles            | Distribution       | Visual transects           | Summer, at three-year intervals | Unknown sites in landscapes | • Disappearance of resident species of which more than a certain number of individuals were counted in a transect in any landscape during the previous time period  
• To be developed  
• To be developed |
| Crocodiles          | Abundance          | Helicopter (total counts)  | Annually      | 7 major rivers | • Decline of more than 34% between surveys                           |
| Birds               | Distribution       | Visual transects           | Summer, at three-year intervals | Unknown sites in landscapes | • Disappearance of resident species of which more than a certain number of individuals were counted in a transect in any landscape during the previous time period  
• To be developed  
• To be developed |
| Raptors             | Nesting            | Visual inspection (nests)  | Annually      | 50 nests/species | • Decline of more than 34% between surveys                           |
| Riparian birds      | Distribution       | Visual and audio transects | Biannually    | 2–5 km transects per geomorphological type, 7 major rivers | • Disappearance of resident species of which more than a certain number of individuals were counted in a transect in any landscape during the previous time period  
• To be developed  
• To be developed |
| Rodent and shrews   | Distribution       | Sherman Live Traps (500 trap nights) | Biannually    | Unknown sites in landscapes | • Disappearance of resident species of which more than a certain number of individuals were counted in a transect in any landscape during the previous time period  
• To be developed  
• To be developed |
| Varroa mite         | African honeybees with varroa infection | Sample trapping along borders and picnic sites | At least monthly | Not mentioned | • Increased number of hives infected with varroa |
| Termites: Macrotermes | Nutrient cycling | Determine ratio of live vs. dead mounts on granitic soils in fire and elephant blocks. | Not mentioned | On transects (sampling sites not mentioned) | • Increased ratio of dead vs. live mounts |
| Termites: Hodoterms | Nutrient cycling   |                          |               | 12 transects | • To be developed                                                   |
| Mopane worms        | Nutrient cycling   | Observe eruptions and determine status (absent to superabundant) | Annual ranger reports | Not mentioned | • Total absence or superabundance in Mopane zones                     |
| Millipedes          | Biodiversity       | Three-year intervals.     | 12 sites in fire or elephant blocks | | • Extreme changes in abundance and community composition         |
| Butterflies and damsel/dragonflies | Biodiversity | Observe perennial rivers | Annually | 3 transects per river | • To be developed                                                   |

TPC, thresholds of potential concern.

* refers to terms used in the LASHFIRE programme; detail is available from SANParks.
of each measure (Gerrodette 1987). Current research needs to facilitate appropriate monitoring should focus on defining designs that allow optimal precision with regard to methodology, survey trade-offs and analytical techniques. Such directives can then inform and focus monitoring to evaluate the SANParks objectives at various scales.

In this paper we therefore also highlight constraints of traditional approaches and explore particularly why many existing SANParks TPCs have not been addressed. We propose three key approaches and define likely measures of outcome success, which relate to a more process-based approach for defining TPCs. As a first step we revisit the applicability of TPCs and propose an alternative conceptual TPC. We then introduce an approach to deal with rare, cryptic and difficultly sampled taxa. We evaluate the value of species abundance and trends, but also highlight the constraints. In the final step, we introduce ecosystem outcome indicators. Based on these discussions we provide conceptual examples of park monitoring programmes directed at assessing the conservation outcomes of maintaining species and communities that are affected by large herbivores. Large herbivores are the focus for this conceptual discussion because they often form a key part of the conservation management decisions of SANParks.

### Thresholds of potential concern revisited

The TPC approach adopted by SANParks (Biggs & Rogers 2003) uses a range of possible ecosystem states as guidelines. This acknowledges that ecosystems are in flux and tend to vary across space and time (Biggs & Rogers 2003). The challenge is to define acceptable variation.

SANParks can expect that ecosystems will be bounded and difficult to control because different areas provide different environmental conditions (Belsky 1990; Walker 1987), species have physiological limits (Weiner 1992) and they may actually have some form of equilibrium dynamics. This means that a small, finite number of possible states exist (Stringham, Krueger & Shave 2003). Conservationists may consider systems to reflect the ‘balance’ versus the ‘flux’ of nature (Pimm 1991), which depends on the temporal and spatial scale perceived, whether assumed or enforced (Figure 1). The reality is that conservationists, irrespective of the paradigm they adhere to, guide their management strategies such that a system can adopt any state as long as it does not lose a key property.

Given that diversity and ecosystem resilience are associated with heterogeneity (Christensen 1997), should SANParks...
manage for heterogeneity? If so, what would be an acceptable level of flux? The mechanisms underlying development and maintenance of heterogeneity give some direction (Figure 2). Agents that act on a specific feature to effect change are not the same as those factors that control and maintain the change once it has taken place. The balance paradigm changes controllers to agents and vice versa, which may force equilibrium values over scales that are inappropriate. The outcomes are likely to contrast conservation objectives. The realisation that the balance paradigm challenges achieving common biodiversity objectives means that SANParks needs measures and TPCs that reflect outcomes of heterogeneity.

The heterogeneity paradigm is sensibly adopted by SANParks (Du Toit et al. 2003). For systems that are relatively intact, setting TPCs is a rational way of defining outcomes which a monitoring programme should evaluate and inform (e.g. Foxcroft 2009). This is advanced by the fact that the number of states is limited and that the range depends on the biome and system responses to disturbances. For example, arid systems may change little in the face of disturbance (i.e. they are resistant) whereas more mesic systems may recover quickly in the face of disturbance (i.e. they are resilient), as described by Pimm (1991).

However, most of the areas that SANParks manages are conceivably degraded. Many have an agricultural history prior to proclamation, or have an intense management history that embraced balance-paradigm approaches. Within a heterogeneity paradigm the challenge is to define something as degraded as well as determining how such a system can be restored. In reality, SANParks cannot define the ‘natural’ state and is left with providing opportunities for ecological processes to play out through restoration or, if impossible, mimic outcomes. The traditional use of TPCs to define a range of states may carry little value in such cases. SANParks thus needs a conceptual approach to set TPCs for degraded areas, which can then direct monitoring programmes within the constraints highlighted earlier. Such TPCs may formally be defined as targets.

Degraded systems can be considered when a strong driver has changed the system to such an extent that the system has lost function, diversity or structure (Aradóttir & Arnalds 2001; Hüttl & Schneider 1998). Driver changes are often human induced (Aradóttir & Arnalds 2001). Subsequent restoration involves human activities directed at instituting a set of processes to guide the system towards the range of acceptable ecosystem states (Society for Ecological Restoration 2004). It means that a TPC needs measures with direction and trends, not just a range of states. Such measures and TPCs will be constrained by the limitations of detecting trends, much as the detection of changes in species abundance is constrained by several trade-off factors (Gerrodette 1987). Although restoration constitutes the process of assisting recovery, success ultimately depends on whether populations, communities and ecological functions attain limits typical of nondegraded reference systems (Wassenaar et al. 2007). With evidence increasing that removing stressors is not always sufficient to guarantee restoration success, the true arbiters will be the organisms and processes at which restoration is aimed. Stringent appraisal of these ecological criteria will be required if restored systems are to conserve biodiversity and deliver ecosystem services (Ormerod 2003).

As argued thus, SANParks can develop a generalisation of TPC. States are limited because of restricted species pools, specific niche needs and constrained species coexistence due to species interactions (Wassenaar et al. 2005). However, the ‘natural state’ is unknown and is most likely dynamic (Pimm

![Figure 1: Outcomes of the balance versus flux paradigms of ecosystem dynamics.](attachment://figure1.png)

\[a, \text{balance}; \ b, \text{flux}; \ c, \text{spatially explicit.}\]

Many of the outcomes are dependent on the time scale of an observation. However, the spatial scale is most critical, because very strong local equilibrium dynamics may lead to flux and heterogeneity observed within an area, as reflected in dynamic patch hierarchies (Kotliar, N.B. & Wiens, J.A., 1990, ‘Multiple scales of patchiness and patch structure: a hierarchical framework for the study of heterogeneity’, Oikos 59, 253–260. doi:10.2307/3545542). Measure refers to any feature including population size or a community measure. Spatially explicit cases refer to various possible trajectories at different places leading to patch hierarchies as described by Kotliar and Wiens (1990).
concern, as described by Gaylard and Ferreira focus on direct measures of objectives. The unpacking of a subsequent measurement (Figure 3). In this paper we the appropriate action, anticipated consequences and actions and objectives is a key step in deciding on address through a management action. Proposed mechanism of a concern has been adequately to ecosystem level. This allows determining whether the forces conservationists to monitor from individual species adaptive management framework (Biggs & Rogers 2003) Monitoring is directed at evaluating objectives at several scales, including at park and national level (Dickens & Graham 2002; Noon et al. 1999; Noss 1990; Possingham et al. 2001). Defining the linkages between management actions and objectives is a key step in deciding on the appropriate action, anticipated consequences and subsequent measurement (Figure 3). In this paper we focus on direct measures of objectives. The unpacking of a concern, as described by Gaylard and Ferreira (2011), clearly illustrates how measuring SANParks objectives in a strategic adaptive management framework (Biggs & Rogers 2003) forces conservationists to monitor from individual species to ecosystem level. This allows determining whether the proposed mechanism of a concern has been adequately addressed through a management action.

1991). For this very reason, the management objective should be simple: to provide opportunities for spatial and temporal variability in processes that will lead to dynamic states. In this context state-transition models (e.g. Stringham et al. 2003) may hold great value in helping to prioritise which transitions are undesirable (usually human induced – see Chapin et al. (2000) and Daszak et al. (2000)) in the context of set objectives and allow conservationists to define TPCs to indicate such transitions or changes. Measuring state change can be applied to intact or recovering degraded systems. In both intact and degraded cases thresholds reflect spatial variability through a distribution of changes, and temporal variability through a distribution of variance in changes. For example, changes in vegetation may be considered nondetrimental if study sites within landscapes comprising specific areas have different rates of change, that is, spatial heterogeneity. For intact systems, conservationists should anticipate that this distribution of rates of change centres on zero, whilst for degraded systems the distribution should centre on a value not equal to zero (Biggs et al. 2011). Setting TPCs according to this approach requires substantial assessment of trends at all levels. The guideline above is thus relevant to support SANParks fully in evaluating outcomes of management actions directed at achieving various objectives.

Linking thresholds of potential concerns

Monitoring is directed at evaluating objectives at several scales, including at park and national level (Dickens & Graham 2002; Noon et al. 1999; Noss 1990; Possingham et al. 2001). Defining the linkages between management actions and objectives is a key step in deciding on the appropriate action, anticipated consequences and subsequent measurement (Figure 3). In this paper we focus on direct measures of objectives. The unpacking of a concern, as described by Gaylard and Ferreira (2011), clearly illustrates how measuring SANParks objectives in a strategic adaptive management framework (Biggs & Rogers 2003) forces conservationists to monitor from individual species to ecosystem level. This allows determining whether the proposed mechanism of a concern has been adequately addressed through a management action.

Rare, endemic and cryptic species

Most species are rare (Cao, Williams & Williams et al. 1998; McArthe 1990), and rarity in itself poses significant problems for evaluating changes (Cao et al. 1998). Estimation of population sizes carries high uncertainty when populations are small (MacKenzie et al. 2005; Owen & Rosenreuter 1992). We propose that SANParks should focus on inventory techniques used in a predictive manner to evaluate its success with regard to achieving its biodiversity objectives. The process accommodates typical adaptive management approaches, with each cycle having a learning element. As shown in Table 3, the initiation has two phases:

- informed guessing based on expert knowledge because data are often too restrictive to construct formal landscape models
- predicting species presence based on landscape characteristics.

The proposed inventory monitoring requires some initial research. Firstly, the degree of survey effort required to identify what species are present at a site (e.g. Lewis & Gould 2000; MacKenzie & Royle 2005) needs to be established. This will most likely take the form of a species accumulation curve with effort (Colwell & Coddington 1994), based on rarefaction methods (Gotelli & Colwell 2001) and field data. Secondly, the required number of sites to develop predictive models regarding species absence or presence need to be determined.

Selected species abundances, trends and impacts

Several species require and lend themselves to assessments of population sizes and associated trends (Carter et al. 1995). This holds enormous value because population growth is a summary of a species’ response to the environment, other species and its own members (Dann 1992; Siby et al. 2005).

Assessment of population sizes needs to recognise that conservationists can seldom, if ever, provide accurate (bias2 + precision) estimates (Critchley & Poulton 1998). However, in the past conservationists have seldom reported precision (standard deviation, confidence intervals, etc.) for estimates (e.g. Bauer & Van der Merwe 2004; Blanc et al. 2007). This may have influenced interpretation of information dramatically, because any technique for estimating population sizes entails several sources of error that introduce uncertainty to the estimate. These sources of error include sampling bias when a sample-based approach is used (Walsh et al. 2001). However, even total counts commonly used by SANParks (e.g. Van Aarde, Whyte & Pimm 1999) or registration studies (e.g. Gough & Kerley 2006) may introduce biases relating to observers, availability and detectability (Caughey 1974; Redfern et al. 2002). We propose that these biases should be formally assessed, particularly with regard to the assessment of large mammal species. In addition to bias, sampling effort also affects precision of population estimates (Ferreira & Van Aarde 2009).
SANParks uses a linkage framework that connects objectives, drivers, mechanisms and modulators. Typically, conservationists seek nondirectional variance in biodiversity over time—a key objective. A hypothetical set of linkages relate ecosystem (biodiversity) objectives to key drivers and an indicator of such a driver. There are also linkages to the likely mechanism of how a driver affects biological diversity and factors that act as modulators on the mechanism. This example uses elephants and illustrates that management responses focus on modulators and that information requirements are diverse (Adapted from Gaylard, A. & Ferreira, S.M., 2011, ‘Modification and maturation of SANParks’ adaptive planning process – making critical linkages between conservation objectives and actions’, Koedoe 53(2), Art. #1005, 8 pages. doi:10.4102/koedoe.v53i2.1005).

FIGURE 3: SANParks uses a linkage framework that connects objectives, drivers, mechanisms and modulators. Typically, conservationists seek nondirectional variance in biodiversity over time—a key objective. A hypothetical set of linkages relate ecosystem (biodiversity) objectives to key drivers and an indicator of such a driver. There are also linkages to the likely mechanism of how a driver affects biological diversity and factors that act as modulators on the mechanism. This example uses elephants and illustrates that management responses focus on modulators and that information requirements are diverse (Adapted from Gaylard, A. & Ferreira, S.M., 2011, ‘Modification and maturation of SANParks’ adaptive planning process – making critical linkages between conservation objectives and actions’, Koedoe 53(2), Art. #1005, 8 pages. doi:10.4102/koedoe.v53i2.1005).

TABLE 3: Example of a predictive inventory approach for rare species and species of special concern inhabiting nondegraded areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Phase 1 | • At the onset conservationists use informed guesses to predict the expected presence of species for each landscape given the topography and habitat available.  
• An inventory using optimal survey efforts follows.  
• Researchers compare observed with expected presence of species, having corrected the expected presence for the survey effort applied.  
• The residuals of observed versus expected presence should centre on zero if objectives are being achieved. |
| Phase 2 | • Landscape characters recorded at the time of the sampling as well as through remote sensing techniques are collated.  
• Landscape selection models are developed for each species where data allow; else the approach reverts to Phase 1.  
• Researchers predict expected species from landscape selection models.  
• An inventory using optimal survey efforts follows.  
• Researchers compare observed with expected presence of species, having corrected the expected presence for the survey effort applied.  
• The residuals of observed versus expected presence should centre on zero if objectives are being achieved. |

The precision of population estimates has a critical value because the detection of trends in a time series of population estimates depends on several factors (Figure 4), one of which is the precision of population estimates. Estimates of precision help to minimise Type I and Type II errors (concluding there is a trend when, in fact, there is none and concluding there is no trend when, in fact, there is, respectively), which may have dire consequences for conservation decisions if undetected (Crichtley & Poulton 1998). Monitoring designs have to consider trade-offs imposed by precision: for a desired level of precision, conservationists may be better off counting less often, with longer intervals between counts, but achieving better trend detection.

In addition, monitoring selected species for trends regarding abundance usually is most valuable when linked explicitly to the impact on objectives. Large mammals are of particular importance in this context (e.g. Gordon, Hester & Festa-Bianchet 2004). However, impacts by large mammals on other values are primarily associated with the degree to which mammals are using specific places (e.g. Van Aarde et al. 2006; Van Aarde & Jackson 2007). Intensity of use is primarily driven directly by the distribution of critical resources (e.g. Harris et al. 2008; Loarie, Van Aarde & Pimm 2009) and indirectly by abundance (e.g. Young, Ferreira & Van Aarde 2009). Detecting change with regard to impact and intensity of use carries the same trade-off as detecting trends in population estimates. These aspects need further development for defining monitoring of objectives associated with large mammals.

Given that intensity of use is the likely mechanism through which large mammals will affect ecosystems (Table 4),
information needs may substantially exceed what SANParks generates at present. Using the ‘Objective, indicators, mechanisms and modulators’ approach suggests that information relating to large mammals needs to include regional distribution, intensity of use and demography (Table 5).

**Ecosystem indicators: Ecological, community-based assessments**

Community structure is the outcome of interactions between ecological processes (Bradshaw 2000; Prach et al. 2001). The evaluation of ecosystem management approaches (i.e. those actions that provide the opportunity for ecological processes to play out) may best be achieved by measuring temporal and spatial variation in key communities (i.e. those that are important for specific objectives of a national park). This could help SANParks to assess its ecosystem objectives and adhere to the complexity value that SANParks embraces (Biggs & Rogers 2003). Evaluation of multivariate data sets that reflect various ecosystem processes may be a conceptual approach towards reflecting on ecosystem outcomes. Such multivariate data sets can include abiotic, producer, decomposer and consumer aspects (e.g. Van Aarde et al. 1996). SANParks can gather several kinds of information to compile such data sets, including species composition, soil structures, vegetation cover assessments, landscape features and water quality assessments.

We propose using multivariate data as the basis of ecosystem feature evaluation. Sampling effort therefore needs to maximise the detection of species and species accumulation curves could potentially be used as an indicator (Colwell & Coddington 1994). SANParks should also be able to define differences and/or changes in multivariate indicators. Biological communities for which data comprise species composition and a measure of abundance are used most often.

Differences and/or changes in multivariate data in the context of evaluating ecosystem objectives can be measured using either simple or complex parameters (Figure 5). Such measures are useful for two reasons. Firstly, they allow SANParks to assess directional change in systems (e.g. Wassenaar et al. 2005; Wassenaar et al. 2007) and therefore can be used to direct maintenance as well as restoration conservation. Secondly, these measures allow SANParks to relate biological community changes to other factors such as intensity of fires or the local density of large mammals, thereby supporting assessment of the links between management actions and objectives (see Figure 3).

**The generality of monitoring across parks**

The conceptual approach described here may present several challenges. Some parks, for instance, may need case-by-

---

**FIGURE 4:** Detecting population trends are constrained by Type I and Type II errors. Researchers traditionally accommodate Type I errors and usually conclude that there is no trend when α > 0.05. However, Type II errors may have as important consequences. For example, a researcher may conclude that there is no declining trend when α > 0.05 for a threatened species, when, in fact, there was a high probability for a Type II error, which may ultimately lead to local extinction. The power to detect a trend carries several trade-offs illustrated in the diagram. This includes the magnitude of the trend to be detected, the variance of population estimates, the intervals between surveys and the number of surveys (Gerrodette, T., 1987, ‘A power analysis for detecting trends’, Ecology 68, 1364–1372. doi:10.2307/1939220).
case management decisions, which could impact differently across several management tiers in SANParks. Even so, these may share mechanisms characteristic of a specific type of concern. To illustrate this, we collated all the herbivory concerns that have been expressed at various science-management interactions across several parks (Table 4). For each case we unpacked the detail underlying the concern. For example, degrading vegetation results from elephants spending too much time in a specific area, which, in turn, is governed by critical resources such as water (Van Aarde et al. 2006). Conservationists therefore need to understand the temporal and spatial distribution of water sources, the relationship between elephant spatial use and water, and vegetation changes related to elephant spatial use. Although the concerns are varied, monitoring needs converge onto commonalities. The commonalities illustrate information needs of which the emphasis has shifted from a number focus to a systems and biodiversity approach.

SANParks needs to find measures that evaluate whether the focus of a concern has changed. This may be well served through (1) a predictive inventory approach with residuals

### TABLE 4: Herbivory concerns unpacked across selected parks managed by SANParks, to illustrate how monitoring needs driven by linkages to objectives, mechanisms and modulators require a spectrum of monitoring information, but also many commonalities (SANParks unpublished records).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Park</th>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>Measuring the mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marakele</td>
<td>Loss of plant species</td>
<td>Expected versus predicted distribution of plant species</td>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>Space use homogenised by water distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space use homogenised by density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Selective feeding intensified by density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augrabies</td>
<td>Grazing impacts by domestic livestock</td>
<td>Biological community changes</td>
<td>Livestock</td>
<td>Space use homogenised by herding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Intensity of grazing homogenised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feeding intensified by density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Declining quiver trees</td>
<td>Age structure of quiver trees</td>
<td>Giraffe, eland, kudu, black rhino</td>
<td>Scratching activities break large branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Potential infection lead to tree death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High death rates lead to decline in population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space use by livestock associated with water distribution and herding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Size of livestock herds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mokala</td>
<td>Declining camel thorn trees</td>
<td>Age structure of camel thorn trees</td>
<td>Porcupine</td>
<td>Debarking of stems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lead to tree death</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High death rates lead to decline in populations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addo</td>
<td>Loss of particular plant species</td>
<td>Expected versus predicted distribution of plant species</td>
<td>Elephant, black rhino</td>
<td>Density of elephants homogenise space use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Selective feeding altered by megaherbivores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Certain species are no longer there or in really low numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>This result from reduced browse quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Change in vegetation structure</td>
<td>Vegetation community changes</td>
<td>Elephant, other herbivores</td>
<td>Intensified foraging of selected plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leads to declines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcupine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space use by elephants as water distribution change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space use by elephants as densities change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Space use by black rhino</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 5: Example of information needs of SANParks based on the requirements of monitoring to support and evaluate management actions and their effects on objectives and summary of current data sets available for the specific example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information needs</th>
<th>Available information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regional distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abundances</td>
<td>Abundances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abundances</td>
<td>Abundances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abundances</td>
<td>Abundances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abundances</td>
<td>Abundances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional distribution</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
<td>Intensity of use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demography</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abundances</td>
<td>Abundances</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of observed versus expected species presence at sample sites as indicators of ecosystem health and (2) a multivariate approach to evaluate the response of biological communities to management-induced changes in herbivory.

Evaluating the ecological mechanisms leading to a herbivory concern converge onto defining spatial use and the effects of its direct modulators as well as those of indirect modulation resulting from abundance or density. These commonalities illustrate that the approach to use large mammal censuses as a primary basis of decision making in SANParks (e.g. Kruger et al. 2008) requires additional information to assess fully whether management objectives have been reached within an adaptive management framework (Biggs & Rogers 2003). However, such approaches may be comparable across parks.

The unpacking of a specific concern into mechanisms clearly illustrates a need to analyse how changes in the concern need to be associated with spatial use of large herbivores. This, in turn, needs to be associated with factors affecting spatial use to relate how management actions affect a concern.

Although the conceptual discussion used herbivory as a key example, the unpacking of concerns into mechanisms can easily be applied to all SANParks objectives (see Gaylard & Ferreira 2011). It is likely that other common concerns will have similar commonalities with regard to drivers, mechanisms and modulators across parks. In addition, unpacking concerns defines measurement parameters and inadvertently prioritises monitoring tasks. This approach forms the focus of one of the programmes of the Biodiversity Monitoring Strategy of SANParks (McGeogh et al. 2011).

### Conclusions

SANParks adopted a strategic adaptive management approach for managing complex systems in the face of uncertainty by implementing TPCs. However, the success of defining and implementing TPCs across several parks has been variable, partly because of unfamiliar definitions, case-specific constraints on the applicability of state-based TPCs, logistical and methodological challenges with regard to measurement and, finally, challenges relating to prioritising the magnitude of TPC-generated tasks. Given the dynamic nature of system processes, TPCs that define directional changes and associate with mechanisms may best serve the adaptive management approach that SANParks has embraced. Such approaches share common features where concerns that may impose on the SANParks mandate are unpacked into drivers, mechanisms and associated modulators. In addition, they define the shift in information needs from numbers to ecosystems and biodiversity, and prioritise monitoring programmes that feed directly into key management issues, appropriate responses and consequences of the chosen management actions.
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